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ASSOCIATION OF NIGERIA AUTHORS

 2017 LITERARY PRIZES AWARD NIGHT 

 PRESENTED AT THE AWARDS DINNER AT THE 36TH INTERNATIONAL 

CONVENTION OF THE ASSOCIATION IN MAKURDI, BENUE STATE, NIGERIA. ON 

OCTOBER 28, 2017 

 

General Comments and Observations 

From the perspective of standard definitions of Literature with initial capital letter “L”, as against 

other literary works of pop culture, it is saddening that many of the entries for certain prize 

categories in this exercise are far below expected qualities in their various genres. Despite the 

efforts by ANA and other literary award bodies to encourage the business of professionalism in 

literary writing, there seems to be no apparent improvement in the quality of entries for ANA 

prizes. Our generation would require the services of social psychologists and others in relevant 

fields to examine the cause of quality decline in our literary writings. Could this decline and wane 

of the text/discourse be adduced to the telling regression in our nation’s economy with all the 

other trappings of political and cultural imbalances? Or could we say it is altogether the result of 

the postmodern dismantle of standards via the ultra-tech social media and the collapse of moral, 

cultural and intellectual standards? Or, most deludingly, could we adduce this disgraceful decline 

to the collapse of our education standards? All these are possible ways to interrogate the abysmal 

somersault in the quality of literary writing across the genres of Literature in Nigeria. For this and 

many other reasons, some of the Prizes available for wining under such categories as Children’s 

Literature, Short Stories and Literary Criticism cannot be awarded, and if we do, it’ll be at the 

risk of standard and excellence. Some of the entries are replete with disgraceful incompetence 

in the use of English, while others are works of unserious and uncreative flaws and sterility of 

plot, characterization, verbal discourse, etc. The two entries submitted for Literary Criticism are 

not only too insignificant a number for any serious, objective and competitive competition, they 

are also very sterile to any known standards in literary appreciation, literary evaluation, literary 

criticism and literary theory.  

In the light of the above, we could not slate any work for Award/Prizes in the following literary 

categories, excepting for honorable mention in a one case. 

LIST OF LITERARY COMPETITION CATEGORIES NOT AWARDED 

1. ANA Prize for Children’s Literature 
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2. ANA/Abubakar Gimba’s Prize for Short Stories ( But, Lucky James’s Tales from our Past 

gets honorable mention) 

 

3. ANA/MARIA Prize for the Best Essay in Literary Criticism 

 

HOWEVER, tonight we shall Award Prizes for the quality of works done in the other Prize 

categories.  

LIST OF LITERARY COMPETITION CATEGORIES TO BE AWARDED TONIGHT 

1. ANA Literary Prize for the Best work in Prose Fiction 

2. ANA Literary Prize for the Best work in Drama 

3. ANA Literary Prize for the Best work in Poetry 

ASSOCIATION OF NIGERIA AUTHORS 2017 LITERARY PRIZE IN PROSE FICTION  

I.  PREAMBLE 

 We received a total of sixteen accredited prose works for assessment under the 2017 ANA Prose 

Fiction Prize Competition. 

II. PRE-QUALIFIED LIST OF PROSE FICTION FOR ANA LITERARY PRIZES COMPETITION 2017  

1. Lola Akande     WHAT IT TAKES    Published  

2. MSC OKOLO   MEMOIRS OF AN EXILED GIRL       “ 

3. IKIEMOYE INIAMAGHA  THE DAY HEAVEN SLEPT                    “ 

4. DUMEBI EZAR EHIDIATOR WRECKED          “ 

5. DUL JOHNSON    ACROSS THE GULF         “ 

6. IKE UTUAGHA    GOODBYE TOMORROW        “ 

7. SAM ALHMEGBE    BLOOD IN THE CREEK         “ 

8. ISAAC EZENWA UMELO  THEY HAVE NO BIRTHDAY         “ 

9. STANLEY OKEKE  THE QUEST OF A GHOST         “ 

10. BOLAJI ABDULLAHI  SWEET SIXTEEN   

 

         “ 

11. CHINAZUM A. GODWIN  THE FIGHT OF EUROPEAN ELEPHANTS         

Unpublished 

12. KORIE EZE    THE WEAL & THE LION’S PRIDE                    “ 

13. CHIMA UGOKWE   THE SILENCE WITHIN       “ 

14. CHIMA UGOKWE  DRUMBEATS OF THE GODS      “ 
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15. KUKOGHO IRUESIRI  THE DEVIL’S PAWN       “ 

16. SPENCER OKOROAFOR  BONE OF CONTENTION       “ 

 

III. LONG LIST OF QUALIFYING ENTRIES FOR ANA PROSE FICTION PRIZE 2017 

In our professional assessment of the sixteen pre-qualified entries listed above, we have been 

able to identify at least EIGHT of them which are of general standard quality by all preliminary 

criteria for the evaluation of prose fiction. Even though the select eight best works are not all of 

the same quality, we at least can reserve a bench for these eight works on the competition table. 

The long listed eight works are listed below, albeit not in order of superiority: 

1. Bone of Contention  

2. Goodbye Tomorrow 

3. The Devil’s Pawn 

4. Drumbeats of the Gods 

5. Across the Gulf 

6. What it Takes 

7. They Have No Birthday 

8. Wrecked 

I should like to remark that apart from these long listed ones, it is unfortunate that Bolaji 

Abdullahi’s Sweet Sixteen has only narrowly missed the long list, because despite it’s moving and 

contemporaneous storyline, there is a lot of its compositional constituents that make it to belong 

in the class of Literature of the ‘minor’, or adolescent literature, especially in its characterization 

and plot. Also The Day Heaven Slept has streaks of weakness in grammatical structure.  

Otherwise these two works would have been added to make a list of ten.  From this juncture, we 

proceed to the SHORTLIST. 

IV.  SHORT LIST OF ENTRIES FOR ANA PROSE FICTION PRIZE 2017 

From the very list of select eight prose fiction works long listed above, we can beat our chest 

about the creative flora of FOUR of these works that would rival one another for the ultimate 

Prize in this category. Details of their qualifying cards as notable works of Prose fiction will be 

given here. The Shortlisted Prose Fiction are under listed here but not yet in the order of their 

superiority: 

1. KUKOGHO IRUESIRI  THE DEVIL’S PAWN   Unpublished 

2. LOLA AKANDE    WHAT IT TAKES    Published  

3. DUL JOHNSON   ACROSS THE GULF   Published 
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4. IKE UTUAGHA   GOODBYE TOMORROW  Published 

 

 

CRITICAL EVALUATION/ASSESSMENT OF Kukogho Iruesiri Samson’s  DEVIL’S 

PAWN ( an Unpublished Prose Fiction) – 183 pages in manuscript of A-4 size paper 

The fact that this prose work is unpublished is even perhaps a privileged plus than detraction 

from its freshness as a work of literary promise.  Therefore, that criterion should be a privilege 

for this work of potential greatness to win the literary prize. A reading excursion into the plot of 

Devil’s Pawn reveals a well developed narrative strategy and a theme anchored on contemporary 

issues. These include the vicious operation of cultism and blood-letting in the Universities as a 

public crime, and the rampage of kidnapping and rape. These three menacing crime has taken a 

centre stage in today’s world, including the coercion of young girls for friendship and exploitation 

in abuse of their humanity.  Even though the text has fecund and contemporaneous 

thematization, the multiple characters are mostly flat and scarcely well developed.  

The novel begins with a prologue to set the tenor of the narrative in which Simon, the protagonist 

of the novel who is being trailed by cult members later learn he is the Devil’s Pawn through which 

Cynthia , the object of gang rape by Black Cats Fraternity, seeks revenge. As the story unfolds, we 

see apt details of how Simon, after spirit possession, believed to have been mystified by Cynthia, 

undertakes strategic vengeance. He kills members of his own Confraternity who are complicit in 

the murder of Cynthia. Simon’s qualification for this revenge mission and blood purge is traceable 

to his stance against wicked and abysmal deeds of the rape saga. He retracts from joining his 

gang members for the wicked act. Thus the novel is hinged on social deviance that marked the 

cultic activities of campus life around the 1990s and 2000s. The narrative becomes gripping via 

its epigraphic plot construction and the interlacing conflicts that run parallel to its narrative 

intention. Stylistically, the novel has satisfied the needful artistic criterion of symmetry of 

language, themes, narrative style, setting, minimal characterology and organic plot technique. 

The novel evinces excellence in its precise and moving descriptive adequacy. And there is no 

doubt that the subject matter of revenge it treats is reminiscent of known literary traditions in 

English, Spanish and African literary traditions. However, the type of revenge here is unlike those 

of more identifiable broil over kingship and inheritance as gleaned from Shakespeare’s Hamlet. 

Kukogho’s novel is a magical crossing of terrestrial space; and the magical storytelling mastery 

produces a novel that is rewarding as a good work of fiction. The story alternates between third 

person point of view and internal monologue or stream of consciousness in a way that presents 

a narrative of suffusing conflict that enhances the artistic and ideological intention of the novelist.  
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Unfortunately, while these grand narrative qualities are found in Kukogho’s Devil’s Pawn, such 

that could rank it as second to none,  even in its unpublished state, the book presents a besetting 

confluence of grammatical errors of concord, and punctuation infelicities. It is believed that the 

work should have benefited from a rigorous editorial phase in its step towards becoming a 

treasure on the shelves of readers and critics, and other professional literature reading 

communities of our contemporary literary world.  

A few examples of the grammatical, spelling and punctuation errors are: 

i. “ The near crash sounded so loud in the empty corridor his heart nearly“Built in the 

60’s” instead of Built in the 60s.( p.7) 

ii. “Black Cats” (a name of campus cult conftraternity) which, as [+singular] noun  should 

take  a singular verb: “Black Cats were” instead of was (p.9) 

iii. “He turned, ready to take to make a  dash for …” (p.9).  

iv. “ Most times he would be in one of his cars, which was more often than not his 

Mercedes” (p.10) . The syntax here is not well governed to make for clarity of 

expression. That sentence is ambiguous. Also, see the wrong use of “severally” on p. 

10, below the page.  

v. “His head seemed to be thrice it’s  seize [correct form should be its size] [wrong 

choice of adjective or possessive pronoun and wrong choice of word – “seize” 

instead of size] p.88 

vi. Most often, there’s mixture of American and British English in a manner to shows 

linguistic incompetence. 

vii. Wrong use of “make ups” instead of Make up  

viii. “Plate number”  (error) instead of Number plate [seep.182] 

 

Brief comparative Evaluation of the Best Three Works 

There is no doubt that Kukogho’s work is a story of masterpiece told in a captivating style. 

But, this good work has miserably fallen short of the expected syntax or grammatical editorial 

assignment. Hence, it is difficult to rank Devil’s Pawn, amidst these critical flaws, with Dul 

Johnson’s Across the Gulf and Lola Akande’s What it Takes whose maturity of narrative 

strategy and equally wonderful plots are lettered in free flowing genius of grammatical 

English and fictional communication rhetoric. And this becomes a home lesson in trade and 

craft to all aspiring writers who wish to make a name via these bench mark literary prizes. 

Given the (future?) possibility of extensive syntax editing, Kukohgo’s Devil Pawn would have 

been the prose fiction work to beat in this keen competition.  It would therefore be ranked 
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better than Ike Utugagha’s novel, Goodbye Tomorrow, in THIRD PLACE, though very 

painfully, but unavoidably so…   

A CRITICAL EVALUATION/ASSESSMENT of Dull Johnson’s ACROSS THE GULF (a published 

Prose Fiction, 2017) 

Written in Thirty-Five short narrative chapters in Two Hundred and Forty pages, this fictional 

work has satisfied the minimum criterion of standard length expected of prose fiction novels in the 

scholarship of prose fiction theory and criticism. Dull Johnson’s Across the Gulf has romance, 

love, war, betrayal and identity quest wafting through its fictional universe. Set in the late 60s 

through 1970 of the Nigerian Civil war, the story takes the reader on an imaginative flight through 

human emotions at the uncertainty of action. The novel’s fringe of thematization includes reflexes 

of lust and love, faith and loyalty at difficult moments, and the coincidence of tragedy - all at once! 

In the fictional space of Okigboli, the reader feels the atmosphere of a purportedly early modern 

Nigerian society, sneakily skirted by rustic lovers - Ofala and Ifunaya, who are seen in their human 

erotic mores, almost temptingly up to crossing the contraindicated red-lines of sexual violation. 

They are caught in the web of a romantic battle to show almost tenuous willingness and salvage 

the cultural particulars that point to primordial sex before marriage - a ruinous venture. The plot is 

set on a more dramatic motion when Ofala is conscripted into the Biafran army and he promises 

to come back for Ifunanya as he mentally recalls the memory of their moonfull love at the Udala 

tree. That one night love passion has opened a floodgate of waxing love for them, a life headed to 

great romance. The narrative design is set on a sustained conflict, initiated at the bombardment of 

Okigboli by Federal troops. A medical officer, Rimbut, who shares physical semblance with Ofala, 

rescues the injured Ifunanya and subsequently avails her prompt medical care. This generates 

romantic echoes, yet truly proven and rife in the gossips around Okigboli. Rimbut and Ifunanya 

tread with cotton foot as both are aware of the extent at which their relationship could go with 

Ofala’s expected return from war. Rimbut characterization, (already being called “Awusa” - a 

derogatory term for a northerner) reroutes the narrative, complexifies the plot, and sets Ifunanya 

on the path of momentary grief that sustains the reader’s psychic anxiety of expectations in the 

oncoming surprises of action.  Rimbut reconstructs the narrative of a one man believed to be 

Ifunaya’s ego demand for Ofala that has been killed in the war. The affectation of the built-up 

story here, in a fluid narrative manner, sustained the heart-panting suspense in the novel until 

Ofala’s subsequent return which coincides with when Rimbut himself gets an emergency call for 

his mother’s death. Here is one point of electrical shocks in the narrative.  He travels back to 

Plateau, Tarokland, to bury his mother. While Rimbut overstays the two weeks he promised 

Ifunanya and, instead returns on the night of the wedding between Ofala and Ifunany, the reader 

is shocked at another narrative circuit and thus engineered to witness a wedding that is hedged 

with twists and uncertainties. The contrived narrative here spotlights Rimbut and Ifunanya’s last 

significant meeting (at the former’s house) at the risk of the marital anxiety that wells up in Ofala. 

This very act catalyzes a more deluding peak of narrative tension or plot kinesis, as she gets 

pregnant and surprisingly breaches the anticipated trust and marital fidelity expected of a rural 
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belle by their cultural mores. She reveals that Ofala is not the father of the cultivated foetus in her 

womb.  Ofala becomes flustered, deflated and disappointed! He therefore suffers a psychic 

affliction of a man whose heart is torn apart at the forked road of equally costly decisions, as he is 

confronted by the traumatic, social and economic cost of divorcing his lover wife who is ironically 

pregnant for another man, Rimbut – an “Awusa”. At this junction of deluding decisions, he elects 

to keep her. Thus, the reader’s appetite is fired up once again to expect unknown destinations of 

action in the narrative plot. Amidst a greater alienation that greets Ifunanya’s pre-natal and post-

natal period in the house of Ofala, it is best imagined that things would remain mute between them. 

He opts to marry a second wife shortly after Ifunanya is delivered of a baby. As the second 

marriage is quickly consummated, Ifunanya also becomes pregnant and another fresh page of 

strategic plot complication and continuity is opened up to our expectations on their sustained love 

tale. Conditions improve but trickles of the dark past appear. Nnanna, the boy child grows to know 

Ofala as father; and with time, the pain of infidelity that Nnanna symbolizes is relieved.  The 

prosperous Ofala, in a renewed fatherly vigor, takes him at heart and puts him on business stead. 

He chooses to move to Jos amidst lingering choices of Lagos and Kano. However, a nudge through 

the incident at his half brother’s place, Ikenna’s house, opens him up to a new lease for identity 

search. He makes concerted efforts at uniting with his biological father, Rimbut, whose identity as 

an Igbo man and not an “Awusa” is later revealed.  

 

A Critical Comparative Outlook on Across the Gulf and What it Takes 

Dul Johnson’s creative handling of the almost timeless, and yet serious, issues of love and 

romance, war, ethnic/racial resentment and identity reconfiguration is stimulating. The narrative 

canvas of Johnson locates its place within two spaces - the spatial and psychic, where events are 

at once felt physically and mentally, yet severally issued out until reaching on to a degree where 

they are co-extensive and co-habiting in the mind of the reader. Again as should be noted, the 

novel is fluid; not lacking in required causality in spite of its intermingling gamut of tradition and 

modern narrative architecture. Therefore, the plot is closely-knitted such that the narrative 

properties make for a transmuting effect for the reader in a crispy, aptly delineated and, of course, 

brilliant execution of language, and storytelling acumen with touchstones of verisimilitude. The 

characters are wired with relevant psychological apparatuses in that they evoke human emotions 

and connect with the reader’s experiential world. Dul Johnson’s book is, however, softly guilty of 

making certain belabored authorial intervention that somewhat hampers the natural effusion of 

characters’ presence in the text. The consistencies in allowing characters to express themselves - 

that is, evolve through the plot kinesis, rather than subjecting them to fitful authorial intervention, 

would have made this a more profound work. In other words, we sometimes feel the plot is 

mechanically implicated in its otherwise proscribed funeral. While a reader wants the voice of the 

narrator not to be unduly swamped in the narrative, it should fuse in a more studied craft, markedly 

different from other voices that form coherent or circumferential dialogic patterns in the novel. 
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This is a profound prose-fiction by all parameters of literary judgment in the aspect of a theory and 

criticism of the novel. Therefore, Across the Gulf by Dul Johnson deserves, by every compelling 

sense of critical objectivity, a worthy bench of honor as the prize-winning novel, but unfortunately 

there is a rival genius of a different commanding literary genius in Lola Akande’s What it Takes 

such that the competition between these two best novels becomes very difficult and delicate for 

any panel of literary judges to adjudicate. Even though their style and thematic foci are different, 

each of the two novels exude creative genius in conclave of otherwise disparate style, plot 

structure, narrative language, and ideological pursuits.  

A CRITICAL EVALUATION/ASSESSMENT of Lola Akande’s WHAT IT TAKES  (a published 

Prose Fiction, 2016) 

At the heart of What it Takes is Funto Oyewole, the pivot of the story. As a fictional 

autobiography, the novel relates in apposite sense, a purportedly lived experience predicated on 

academic struggles to attain a doctorate degree amidst the thorny paths to the narrator’s ambitious 

academic distinction. In the opening of the novel, the reader is immediately drawn to the focalizing 

narrator’s self-admiration in looks and present challenging phase of her life as a widow. No wonder 

the work unearths the genius of a female verbal sculptor who narrates her undulating story of epic 

journey into the cozy waters of academics, using an uncommon simple present tense that she 

magically sustains from the beginning to the end via demonstrated evidence of mastery of the 

English in both competence and performance. The plot spots Funto; her reflection moves back and 

forth, touching initially on fixation to her assuring feminine beauty, before drawing upon another 

excitement of a new academic pursuit, the onset of her doctoral program in a prestigious University 

in the country. Her narcissist inclination, perhaps, an ironic reiteration of a woman’s self worth 

matches her total aspiration for a distinguished career. At first one may be critically too mean to 

misread the plot and contrivance of its ideation and aesthetic kinesis as somewhat pedestrian, 

dwelling on her feminine looks and other perceivably fickle aspects of her physical appearance. 

But that sustained quality of the feminine virtue and beauty becomes a sunglass with which to 

view the opaque sensitivity of the novel’s narrator to the ego of her feminine gender and sex of the 

text.  The reader is led through various signposts of her family and academic life. The plot reveals 

Funto’s life which is punctuated by struggles, despondency and disappointments from the man-

made obstacles that repress her academic and social enthusiasm. Lola Akande’s novel recounts the 

challenges faced by students of higher institutions of learning in the pursuit of academic 

excellence. It explores the experience of Funto Oyewole, a lady doctoral student at the fictional 

National University of Nigeria. The protagonist, Funto having lost her job as a civil servant decides 

to pursue a doctoral degree in literature. This decision is opposed to that of her mother who wants 

her to relocate to Ibadan and start a poultry farm. Her dream meets a brick wall as she is faced with 

the wroth, rigor and corruption in the hands of her lecturers  - DR. Durojaye who demands sex and 

Prof. Owoyemi who seeks to extort money from her and Prof. Charles Ephraim who does not 

demand sex or money, but turns out to be an ethnic bigot and a sadist. He uses his position to 

frustrate students of other tribes while encouraging that of his minority ethnic group. Funto thus 
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ends up spending ten years for a three year doctoral program. In Funto’s rather humorous exchange 

with Akpabio, an academic contemporary, the stress for moral compromise rather than sound 

academic judgments as a norm for acquiring degree in as pivotal as a Ph.D in Literature, gets the 

floodlights.  Thus the work in its entirety embodies a biting satirical treatment of the ugly “what it 

‘really’ takes” to advance one’s academic career as opposed to the one that is institutionally 

prescribed.  

 However with persistent belief in a brighter future and love, Funto trudges on in this narrative 

canvas of dogged determination to triumph over life’s travails. Shettima, Funto’s lover, stays with 

her through tumultuous family and academic journey of eleven years that eventually yields a 

doctoral degree for Funto. The narrative kindred of the novel as an autobiographical narrative does 

not make immediate impact as a result of the back-forth plot characterization of Funto. The story 

sometimes moves or verges on the mundane, domestic and academic quagmire as well as the trying 

and tempting critical points of the heroine’s life. Although the plot inheres in certain symmetry of 

narratological properties - style, setting and characterization, the events narrated have weak 

bearings on causality. However, the key events are mapped out in chapters and time-framed order: 

from September 1998 to December, 2009. Thus, the novel’s setting, temporal and spatial, is the 

post-independence period in major West African urban capital cities of Lagos and Abuja with their 

twin paradoxes of being cosmopolitan in tragic consternation and wrath. And if critics would 

adjudge there is no plot complication in the work, how then did the work sustain us I charming 

electrical circuits of suspense and surprises from the beginning to the end in a prose fiction of 

Thirty chapters and Three hundred and Sixteen pages. And if the story moves around the 

protagonist, it is however compelling and irresistibly forceful in the way the reader is played up to 

suspension of disbelief via the magical powers of causal events, and language and grammar.  The 

sub-plots oscillate in low intensity, picking routinely on personal conflicts and narrator’s 

impression on the protagonist’s supervisor. It is instructive, however to say that the organizing 

poetics of this fictional narrative is appropriate to its autobiographical form and it makes the fiction 

on aggregate terms, very successful. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 What it Takes is, in a nutshell, a compelling narrative. It is a well-knitted story, vignettes of life 

transformed through an imaginative prism facilitated by a consummate language of fiction. To 

mark off the present thought and the narrated past, the novel is written in a typical prose language 

although in unique present tense forms, and where necessary the past tense. This shows the 

author’s profundity in the contemporary narrative demands of plain and conversationally nuanced 

fictionalization of the present and the past. Akande’s novel attests to a corresponding fluidity of 

style that drives her story to a brilliant denouement. The subject of her academic ordeals in a typical 

university where getting a degree becomes stifling and burdensome from sterile and inorganic 

factors of hatred, populist thinking, envy and favoritism displayed by lecturers and university dons, 
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is penetrating. The university culture, refracted in the novel is most referentially a Nigerian type; 

it breathes on and remains topical with almost timeless recurrence in post-colonial African fiction. 

Indeed, the lyrics of Akande’s narrative naturalism and realism as a style in this fictional 

autobiography transverse the confines of the fictional imaginative world into the mundane and 

material … In this novel, there’s a transcending sense of terrifying reality of moral incarceration 

of the intellectual male personality by a seeming obsessed female victim of the eruptions from the 

crude underbellies that challenge the claims to moral finesse at the intellectual ivory tower level.  

DECLARATION OF THE WINNING NOVELS 

From the foregoing analysis, Across the Gulf by Dul Johnson deserves, by every compelling 

sense of critical objectivity, a worthy bench of honor as the prize-winning novel. But, 

unfortunately, there is a rival heroine of a different commanding literary genius in Lola Akande’s 

What it Takes such that the competition between these two best novels becomes very difficult 

and delicate for any panel of literary judges to adjudicate. Even though their style and thematic 

foci are different, each of the two novels exudes creative genius in conclave of otherwise disparate 

style, plot structure, narrative language, and ideological pursuits. WE have no alternative decision 

than to foreground these two novels as joint winner of the Prose Fiction Prize. 

1st Prize – Joint Winners of the ANA Prose Fiction Prize 2017 

BOTH DUL JOHNSON’S ACROSS THE GULF  

   & 

 LOLA AKANDE’S WHAT IT TAKES  

ARE HEREBY DECLARED AS JOINT WINNERS OF THE 2017 ANA PROSE FICTION 

PRIZE! 

 

  1ST RUNNER UP  

KUKOGHO IRUESIRI SAMSON’S DEVIL’S PAWN 

 

  2ND RUNNER UP  

IKE UTUAGHA’S  GOODBYE TOMORROW 

          

============================================================================= 
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ADJUDICATOR’S COMMENTS ON THE WINNING ENTRY FOR THE DRAMA 

CATEGORY OF ANA LITERARY PRIZES (2017). 

1st Position 

R.C Ofodile play, Magnetism 

This play ranks over other entries because the playwright has chosen a topic and period he is quiet 

familiar with. He has consistently written on the colonial period focusing on West Africa especially 

Lagos in the early 20th century. He also displays a keen sense of character which enables him to 

create round characters who reflect the period the play is based on. In addition,the characters are 

allowed to develop to their full potential within the ambit of the play.  

The dialogue is easy flowing recalling life in typical middle class elite society in a West African 

city.The play shows Ofodile’s craftsmanship in which he creates suspense and imbues the scenes 

with humour and charm. 

A major merit of the play is that it combines both dramatic and literary qualities. It appeals to the 

intellect as well as provide good entertainment for the audience/readers. In addition to the issues 

of love, sex and marriage, he incorporates politics, gender and the early stirrings of nationalism 

among the black elites. His treatment of these issues shows his maturity and deep sense of irony. 

For these and other qualities, I recommend R.C Ofodile’sMagnetism as the best entry for the 2017 

ANA literary prize for drama. 

The two plays that came second and third are: 

Tunji Ajibade: The Masked Crown 2nd Position 

Dickson Ekhaguere: General Ologbosere 3rd Position 

2nd Position 

Tunji Ajibade’s playThe Masked Crown ranks second among the 2017 ANA drama competition 

entries. The play provides a gripping story that spans across two or three ages. It draws heavily 

from the rich Yoruba culture and tradition.  

Although heavily imbued with Yoruba culture, the playwright succeeded in blending science and 

technology as we see how DNA and Carbon Dating are skilfully employed to play key roles in 

resolving centuries old puzzles. 

An excellent and resourceful use of language is seen throughout the play. Ajibade ingeniously 

finds a way to make the fall into separate section of centuries that the play covers. 
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3rd Position 

Dickson Ekhaguere’s play General Ologbosere is based on the historic clash between the British 

colonialists and the Benin kingdom in the 19th century. It makes a very good reading and also stage 

worthy. The playwright makes a good use of language and has created characters that do justice to 

the historical personages of which they are based on. He uses all the resources of theatre including 

song, dance, mime, etc to tell his story. The play comes 3rd among the entries. 

 

============================================================================== 
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ANA PRIZE FOR CHILDREN’S LITERATURE 2017  

 

Preamble: The yearly ANA Prize for Children’s Literature normally attracts submissions 

from self-acclaimed children’s fiction writers and short story specialists. However, my 

experience in the last three years reviewing the titles highlights the following: 

1. Many writers only write for awards 

2. So many submissions reveal a lack of creative writing mentorship of any sort. 

3. There is a tendency to think that if the story has juvenile characters, it then qualifies 

as children’s literature. 

4. The majority of the titles are written in a hurry and submitted without any form of 

peer review and critique. 

5. Grammatical errors are assuming fossilisation status. 

6. Punctuation and use of upper and lower case letters are topics for basic teaching 

for many. 

I can go on and on... 

The ANA Children’s Literature Prize entrants: 

The following titles were submitted for review and assessment: 

1. The Potter’s Clay  by Ben Ige 

2. Paxoid and the Battle for the Blue Medallion by Biboye& Michael Afenfia 

3. Emeka and the Kidnappers by Patrick Oguejiofor 

4. Sodality – A tale of Friendship by Chioma A. Diru 

5. A Passage to Waterfall by M.I. Badru Adebayo 

6. Dancing Tree  by Stanley Okeke 

7. The Adventure of Three Wild Boys by Wale Adewale 

8. Dogtales for Children  by Regina Achie-Nege 

Commentary 

Not much has changed in the literary scene of children’s literature from my observations 

of the last two years. Specifically, some titles are not worth listing for a prize. A 24-page 

story, with 5 of those pages devoted to illustrations, is a blatant trivialization of the ANA 

Award. Secondly, inappropriate language structures and nuances make some titles unfit 
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for recognition. “I shut my smelling sense and its auditory counterpart opened 

automatically” and “I didn’t believe any of these professionals could make anything in the 

neighbourhood of a million naira” are two examples from a book. This is a case of writing 

to impress readers, instead of writing to express thoughts, ideas, and relationships 

between characters. 

One story sounded like a clone from Cartoon Network of Nickelodeon, too digital for 

consideration as an entry title by a 12-year-old for an Award. Jaded expressions and 

misnomers abound. Consider “Prado Jeep” for instance. Even the children know that 

Prado is a Toyota SUV model while Jeep is an American Automobile with models such 

as Chevrolet and so on. “Why can’t you borrow a leaf from your sister?” this is repeated 

over and over by a mother to her son in the same Prado Jeep story. 

There is no suspense, no drama, and no action in many of the stories. The narration is 

so chronologically straight forward that it centres only on the main character, leaving the 

other characters flat. As for grammatically correct usages, I’m afraid the problem hasbeen 

compounded now by lousy punctuation, wrong words, misspellings, and wrong 

parenthesis use. Look at these two examples from Acknowledgements “I cannot but 

mention my diligent feminine (sic) colleagues at work…”; “May God in his infinity (sic) 

mercy…”  

Conclusion: ANA Prize should never encourage mediocrity and a rush to submit and win! 

Good stories take time and effort to craft, and an award-winning book should be proudly 

raised for all to emulate. 

 Shortlist: 

1. Wale Adewale, The Adventure of Three Wild Boys 

2. Chioma A. Diru, Sodality – a Tale of Friendship 

3. Stanley Okeke, Dancing Tree 

 

 Verdict: No Winner! 

 

Honourable Mention: Dancing Tree by Stanley Okeke 

 

     ANA/ ABU BAKAR GIMBA PRIZE FOR SHORT STORIES AND 

MARIA AJIMA LITERARY CRITICISM  PRIZE  
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The award of ANA prize to any individual reflects the Nigerian writer of today. What it means is 

that whoever is adjudged best in any category must be seen to be the best if subjected to critical 

review in any part of the world. This remark is necessary in view of the entries received in 2017 

for ANA prizes in short stories and criticism categories.  

The short story: 

The short story is a distinctive genre of literature. The key elements are that a good short story 

should have a single theme, the plot structure has to be simple, the characters are few, the language 

is simple, the setting or location is one, it often times ends ironically among others. Each of the 

elements has its own literary value. Building the story around a theme, for instance, is meant to 

keep the narrative focused because any attempt to introduce additional themes requires information 

suitable to establish the themes. The novel in particular has room for several themes, not the short 

story. Every good short story writer has these elements in mind at the time of composition and 

strives to make use of them in his/her own way to be taken seriously. Non-conformity with short 

story standards in the entries for the 2017 ANA prizes renders them incompetent, unattractive and 

unscholarly. 

The Shortlist 

Preliminary report requires that a shortlist is made out of the crowded entries. The shortlisted 

entries are further subjected to close scrutiny to pick the best, if any, for the prize. In all, seven 

short story collections were entered. They include The Tales From Our Past by Lucky James, 

Hunting Tears by Sharon Onyinye Okey-Onyema, The All Tears by M.I.Badru-Adebayo, The 

Night Workers by Ben Ige, A Tiny Place Called Happiness by Bura-Bari Nwilo, “The Front From 
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The Past’’ by Omale Allen Abdul-Jabbar and The Gates of Dawn by MSC Okolo. Three out of the 

entries were shortlisted for further scrutiny. They are 

 (1) A Tiny Place Called Happiness by Bura-Bari Nwilo  

(2) Gates of Dawn by MSC Okolo  

(3) Tales From Our Past by Lucky James. 

 

A TINY PLACE CALLED HAPPINESS by Bura-Bari Nwilo 

 

Production Quality:  

The print quality is high, but the book has no contents indicator. The effect is that the reader is left 

with the trouble of flipping through pages in search of the stories. The dedication reads: “To my 

inadequacies’’.  I am aware that there is no perfect art. But when imperfection is advertised, what 

the reader does is to search for it. I searched for Bura-Bari Nwilo’s inadequacies and found enough 

in A Tiny Place Called Happiness.  

General Comments: 

The titled story has no plot. The narrator’s childhood is replete with sorrow, no doubt, but the story 

does not move beyond the apparent statements of fact. The repeated “I was the one’’ who suffered 

this or that are mere itemization which hardly go beyond the fact stated to give the reader some 

idea of what happens next. What happens next enables the story to unfold from beginning to the 

end. Lack of movements other than the isolated statements of facts taken to mean the story of 

childhood full of sorrows cannot subsist as plot on which the short story is anchored. At the end, 

one is left to wonder: where is the story! It is not enough to state “I was the one who wished we 

could find happiness again’’ (97) to infer that the narrator was in search of happiness.  
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 Bura-Bari Nwilo’s inadequacy also reflects in “The Slum Diary’’. The reader expects a 

story depicting the past –a sort of memoir. But we are confronted with dreams of how the beggar 

would attract tourists in future to build a house. The dream is thwarted by the governor who 

“stopped us from hawking and trading on the street’’ (50-51). The governor’s action is more of an 

embedded or secondary narrative. The setting is doubtful. At one time the narrator is at the car 

wash in Bori, at another he is a hawker in Lagos. Even if the reader accepts the transformation 

scenes as reflecting the life of slum dweller, the scene at Bori is enough fodder for a short story. 

Actions in Bori ought not to have moved to Lagos even in dreams because Lagos is a new location. 

The setting contravenes short story principle as complexities set in. Besides, the President 

daughter’s eighteenth birthday is an entirely different story even as it contrasts the life of the slum 

dweller.  

 The opening story “Port Harcourt’’ is equally flawed. The love between Fole and Hennel 

may serve as subject-matter, yet the suggestion that Hennel hires a taxi driver to speak to Fole does 

not sound realistic. Realism is the basis of the story we tell. Equally unrealistic is the idea that Fole 

gives details of her location to the speaker because “someone close to her’’ had sent something to 

be delivered. Another confusion that cannot be explained is in “He had brought his tray of food to 

her table and had noisily chewed on his food until Fole quietly left the table for another one….’’ 

Where did this happen – in Boston or Port Harcourt?  What followed was laughter that “became 

the friendship that spanned two years’’? (12). As if the complexity is not enough, Bura-Bar Nwilo 

imports unrelated incident to forcefully introduce surprise to the story. A “a tiny metal emerged 

from the bag and pointed at them’’ (15). The surprise comes from without instead of from within 

the actions of the two characters. 
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 I have taken time to examine some of the stories in view of some reviews on the blub. The 

reviewers request that we listen to Nwilo because he “is a vibrant new voice in Nigerian 

literature.’’ Bura-Bari Nwilo’s short stories, indeed, have snippets of orality woven around a non-

standard variety of Nigerian English. The variety oscillates between Nigerian environment and a 

hybridization that is half British, half American style of expression by the Nigerian youth. The 

author successfully employs this variety to create “The Silly but Fabulous Life of Vincent Pigiri’’ 

and some stories and for that Nwilo deserves commendation. 

Decision 

Only a very few out of the twenty two short stories (painfully counted due to lack of contents 

indicator ) conform to short story standards. The number is highly negligible for me to pick A Tiny 

Place Called Happiness as the best emerging from among Nigerian authors in 2017 despite high 

production quality of the text. 

TALES FROM OUR PAST by Lucky James 

Production Quality: 

The production quality of the collection is quite high. It is presentable anywhere. 

General comments 

Lucky James has the flair for telling story. The titled story reflects the contents. It looks more of a 

memoir –the opening story depicts childhood memories. It is thematically focused; the phobia for 

heights is beautifully illustrated. “Baby Tara’’ is also a beautiful illustration of the often contracted 

names among the Yoruba. It entertains and educates the reader on how the contracted forms of 

names such as Femi, Lanre, Ade, Jide and others are arrived at.  

 

Decision 
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Lucky James displays greater literary competence than anyone else among the short story writers 

shortlisted for the 2017 ANA prize. But Lucky is not so lucky to be awarded the prize. His 

collection is littered with weak expressions. It should have been copyedited by an expert to gain 

ascendency. Imagine the rope bridge “not as fixed in place as it appeared’’ “falling into panic’’ 

“…could not cure my paranoia’’ instead of phobia, and “I caught myself reciting the sinner’s 

prayer under my breath’’ among others that occur in the opening story alone. In “Newsroom’’ 

“…a little wolf that strayed from its pack’’[park] and “…I drank in the sight and turned to take my 

leave’’ and the “the darkness of night’’ among other weak expressions in “Tales from Our Past’’. 

It is unfortunate that Lucky cannot make it to the top for these obvious flaws, but he deserves 

honourable mention. 

GATES OF DAWN by MSC Okolo 

Production Quality: 

The quality is high. 

General comments 

MSC Okolo’s short stories read like novellas and are, indeed, novellas. The opening story, “Me, 

MS’’ paints the picture of a miserable spinster as Doll gets married, but that is hardly the focus of 

the story.  Doll’s marriage that is to lay foundation for miserable spinster is abandoned for other 

emerging stories. This style of writing obtains in novella and the novel. The visit of Mr. Nkpume 

is a clear departure from the focus of Doll’s marriage. The narrator attempts to reconnect the 

primary story saying “Back to Doll’s wedding’’ (26) but the damage has already been done to 

what ordinarily should have been a single story on Doll’s marriage that makes the spinster 

miserable. 
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“The Story’’ starts beautifully with Ik and Ada. The reader thinks the momentum will be 

sustained and the focus maintained, but the love story “…with the girlfriend of my best friend 

Bath’’ crashes in. That leaves the main story abandoned. At a point, the narrator confesses that 

Bath’s likeness for women “had something to do with his upbringing, which is slightly outside the 

scope of my story’’ (141). Another story within the story is the crisis between Bath and his friend 

over Princess which ends with “There comes a time when we must pass through the gates of dawn’’ 

(149). This supposedly gives title to the entire collection. But the metaphor is misplaced. It does 

not even properly generate the title of the collection. It is difficult to explain when applied to the 

furore between the two friends. Does the metaphor suggest that crisis between friends is human or 

that taking a friend’s girlfriend is bad? Short story in the wake of complexity gives way to novella 

or the novel.  

The stories are also marred by details and poor expressions. Imagine, “And there’s you’’ 

(145) instead of there you are. He “went back to his room to continue parking’’ (149) instead of 

packing, “He had left me a note’’ instead of he left a note for me and “…she will be well provide 

for for the rest of her life’’ occurring in one story alone. 

Decision 

MSC Okolo’s collection should have been copyedited by an expert to remove redundancies that 

slow the pace and poor expressions. The stories contradict short story standards. The style is that 

of the novella.  

 

 

ANA/MARIA AJIMA PRIZE FOR LITERARY CRITICISM 

Entries for this category were two –“Radical Theatre and Criticism of anti-People’s 
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Culture: A Study of Esiaba Irobi’s Hangmen also Die’’ and “Vicarious Idiosyncrasies: The 

Mother-Daughter Ligament in Ernest Emenyonu’s Listen, My Momma Pays Your Taxes. 

Only “Vicarious Idiosyncrasies is good enough as a work of criticism. Even so, the essay has no 

abstract to give direction to the reader. The author simply quotes from sources without critical 

evaluation of what is quoted to reflect the subject-matter under study. The works cited sometimes 

deviate from the 8th edition of the MLA style sheet he has adopted. Additionally, this work requires 

serious reorganisation and copyediting. 

Signed 

 

 

ASSOCIATION OF NIGERIAN AUTHORS (ANA) POETRY PRIZE 

 

The following texts are deserving of this prize: 

 

For Every Homeland      Winner 

Of Waters and the Wild     1st Runner up 

A Child of Smell     2nd Runner up 

 

ObariGomba, For Every Homeland 

 

For Every Homeland is, like the poet’s previous collections, an expansive body of poems, 

running up to 165 pages. Divided into three untitled sections, the book shows the 
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apotheosis of the poet’s art, particularly in his ability to handling even the most mundane 

theme and make a startling job of it without in any way sacrificing his unique voice. For 

me, the distinguishing mark of Gomba’s poetry is his forging of a voice that could be called 

wholly his own.  

The distinguishing mark of good poetry (and writing generally) is the maturity and 

subsequent development of voice, as, say, distinct from style.  Accordingly, the thin line 

of difference between good and bad poetry is not in formal properties or flowery 

language, and not, to the same degree, so much a plenitude of plaintive metaphor or 

poeticized analogy; but it is simply in the way the reader, long after reading would still 

retain in a passionate, pervasive way the voice of the poet, and what the poet feels.  When 

the voice is unlike any other the reader have ever heard and speaks directly to you, 

intermingling in a close manner with you in private, such poetry could be judged to be 

“good”.  The poet’s voice in this collection is all the more spectacular, because it is free 

from symptomatic mannerism or high sounding rhetoric. Gomba’s voice is, though not 

wholly immaculate, yet it is curiously uncluttered and unassuming, even unostentatious; 

at once unselfreflexive and unabashedly his own.  Obviously, like the mature poet that he 

is, he “steals” selectively ala T.S. Eliot from the more illustrious poets and philosophers 

before him; as such, the poet has ultimately accepted and critiqued what the past poets 

had to say, and also accepted and critiqued the way and manner in which they said and 

wisely followed their path.  Hence, the transparency of his diction and his bold presence 
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on the poem, adroitly directing the reader on from poem to the next, following in its 

direction, regardless of his own dispositions, reaching a denouement with verve and 

virtuosity as if in prose-fiction.  

Gomba’s poetry as subsumed in For Every Homeland (as in did his previous collections) is 

exceptional in one distinct sense within the corpus of recent Nigerian poetry in English 

expression. At one level, its unique trait is the poet’s penchant of churning out poems 

without, in anyway, losing track of his imagistic density, thematic horizon and political 

concerns.  

   The poet has made quintessential his own style; he now has to continue the refinement 

and extension of that style and elevates his poetry to the heights by tinkering his devices 

and his perception. In For Every Homeland, Gomba apparently has voted for the simple 

and the demotic but the achievement of “The Lover’s Flight”, “Is a Pun Risky or Risque?” 

and score of other poems subtly, yet boldly call for even more rebelling and further image 

stock taking. In the murky waters of Nigerian poetry, ObariGomba is a prize diver. He 

wallows in the harvest: the poetic catch, while we prepare for the celebration, waiting for 

a poetry that is delightfully delicious. 

 

Ebi Yeibo,Of Waters and the Wild 

Probably the longest book, Ebi Yeibo’s newest collection of poems is a tour de force and 

stands out among his burgeoning oeuvre. Cliched as it may sound, Ebi Yeibo is an 

unmistakably and unabashedly a Niger Delta poet. Since the advent of Modern Nigerian Poetry 
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in English expression, such disparate poets as J. P. Clark-Bekederemo, Gabriel Okara, the late Ken Saro-

Wiwa, Tanure Ojaide, Onookome Okome, and a host of others, have ably represented this unique part of 

the country in Nigerian poetry. Like the rest of poets in other parts of the country, poets from this region 

have imbued and enriched Nigerian poetry with their respective communities’ oral traditions and lore. 

Apart from that, perhaps the single most important contribution of poets from Niger Delta is both their 

political and literary attempts to put Niger Delta on the literary map, and show the world what was and is 

happening there in terms of disastrous oil exploration by ruthless multinational companies, which, 

invariably, results in the region’s environmental degradation, economic stagnation, and wanton suffering 

of the populace.So sustained and remarkable is this poetic protest by the Niger Delta poets that now 

within the annals of Nigerian poetry, (at least in its expansive English expression), there is the recognition 

of the unique feature of this indubitably Niger-Delta poetry of protest, and of raising awareness about the 

larger question of environmental and the place of federalism, which seems to be the bane of the region 

within the Nigerian polity. 

Indeed, it is imperative to consider Of Waters and the Wild in the light of the “overarching horizon” of 

Niger-Delta poetry. This is not to suggest that all poets from the region seek to write with the same critical 

idiom, with the same displaced voice or with the same terrible tenor, necessitated by the terrible mess 

that the Niger Delta finds itself in. Rather, it is to establish the existence of a kind of “stylistic, even 

linguistic, meta-thematic tradition” that finds acceptance in a corpus of work emanating from the same 

region. 

There is indeed a strong stylistic and thematic affinity between Ebi Yeibo and the other poet of the 

Niger Delta, Tanure Ojaide, in that they both share an abiding interest in the environment and the 

people of the Niger Delta. As such, Of Waters and the Wild is Yeibo metonymically evokes the 

physical environment of the Delta not just as the objective in his lyrical portraiture of the Niger 
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Delta, but also as his own poetic interventions on life generally. Therefore, the Niger Delta 

provides both the setting (the immediate backdrop), and the inspiration behind the collection. In 

this regard, the title poem as well as “The Last Catch is Faded Memory”, “Good Old Bomadi 

Beach” are notable examples.  

Seyi Adigun, A Child of Smell 

       Reading Seyi Adigun’s collection of poems, the reader is swiftly reminded about 

propositions made above about poetry. But A Child of Smell evinces a new perspective on 

poetry, since the poems collected here are written with a heightened, forceful fervour 

which allows the poet to write about all the “usual suspects” (every day themes such as 

the passing and the effect of time, filial relationships, corruption, vagaries of life, nature, 

cultural values, and above all romantic love) with a vigorous lyricism that for long has 

been absent in much of recent Nigerian poetry. 

From such poems like “A Traveller in Blue”, “Fore-lung”, “Smell of Waterside”, “Bridal 

Garments” to “There is a Star Between your Breast”, “Vigil at the Tamarind”, “The 

Ceramics Have Broken”, “Smoke,  Burial and Lingerie”, and “Farewell to the Traveller’s 

Companion”, the reader will acquiesce that it is the poet’s powerful burst of passion and 

romantically laden themes which is more likely to capture and sustain long after reading 

the attention of the reader.  Indeed, Adigun’s poetry is an embodiment of “romanticism” 

(in its popular usage) which comes full cycle as lyrics of considerable power in many of 

the poems in the collection. This is not to suggest that Adigun is only a one-dimensional 
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sentimental poet, his poetry also offers a mature, seductively simple voice, a clear 

imagistic vision and a celebratory tone, among others. 

       In these cited poems as in many others in A Child of Smell, the personal, the private 

and quite often the public and the communal are memorably made to cohere. Adigun is 

good at poems that hauntingly remind us about the need, and the necessity to once in a 

while, if not all the time, wax not just lyrical but sensuous (of course not in vulgar, smut 

sense); for it is his contention in these poems that waxing lyrical is good for our troubled 

hearts, and as a bonus also address our other more social and political worries.  The 

collection as a whole essentializes what is significant in our life, and for that alone we 

should read and treasure this sonorous A Child of Smell. 
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